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I Refining CAS Journal Classification system
according to Chinese Ministry of Education, the
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I Variety: how many elements involved
I Balance: how even are they distributed
























I local view: e.g., direct citation
I neighborhood view: e.g., co-citations






















1. JCR2017 Journal citation graph
2. Graph embedding: Node2Vec to learn high
dimension features
3. relatedness/clustering/classification
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what the vector can tell
we first define
I term frequency: the number of appearance in the
random-walk list <==> network centrality























































































































































I node2vec embedded features implying the intrinsic
structure of disciplines
I embedded vector encodes both centrality and
multidisciplinarity
I Journals in WOS-Multidisciplinary Sciences are
highly heterogeneous
I similarity matters in diversity measure























I paper-level diversity measure
I paper-level classification system
I the equivalence between modularity-based
community detection and non-negative matrix
factorization
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Thank you for your
attention!
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